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(57) ABSTRACT 

The method and apparatus operates to calibrate a transmis 
sion laser of the dense Wavelength division multiplexer 
(DWDM). In one example, the transmission laser is a Widely 
tunable laser (WTL) to be tuned to one of a set of Interna 
tional Telecommunications Union (ITU) transmission grid 
lines for transmission through an optic ?ber. The WTL is 
tuned to the ITU grid using an etalon and a gas cell having 
acetylene, hydrogen cyanide or carbon dioxide. Initially, the 
absolute transmission Wavelengths of the WTL are cali 
brated by routing an output beam from the WTL through the 
etalon and through the gas cell While varying tuning param 
eters of the WTL to thereby generate an etalon spectrum and 
a gas absorption spectrum both as functions of the tuning 
parameters. The etalon and gas absorption spectra are 
compared, along With input reference information specify 
ing gas absorption as a function of absolute Wavelength, to 
determine the absolute transmission Wavelength for the 
WTL as a function of the tuning parameters. The WTL is 
then tuned to align the transmission Wavelength of the WTL 
to an ITU transmission grid line. 

24 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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( WAVELENGTH MAPPER ) 
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ROUTE OUTPUT BEAM PROM LASER THROUGH ETALON AND THROUGH GAS CELL 
WHILE TUNING THE LASER THROUGH A COMPLETE RANGE OF TUNING 

PARAMETERS 
I \ 300 

DETECT RESULTING ETALON TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM AND GAS ABSORPTION 
SPECTRUM, EACH SCALED AS A FUNCTION OF LASER TUNING PARAMETERS 

I \ 306 

IDENTIFY TRANSMISSION LINES IN THE ETALON SPECTRUM AND SEQUENTIALLY 
ASSIGN RELATIVE WAVE NUMBERS TO THE VALUES OF THE TUNING PARAMETERS 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSMISSION LINES 

I \ 30s 

INTERPOLATE BETWEEN THE TRANSMISSION LINES TO ASSIGN RELATIVE WAVE 
NUMBERS TO ALL INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF THE TUNING PARAMETERS 

I \310 
RESCALE THE DETECTED GAS ABSORPTION SPECTRUM FROM TUNING 

PARAMETERS TO RELATIVE WAVE NUMBERS 

I \SI2 
INPUT A REFERENCE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM FOR THE GAS OF THE GAS CELL 

SCALED BY ABSOLUTE WAVE NUMBER 

I \SIS 
AUTOCORRELATE THE RESCALED ABSORPTION SPECTRUM WITH THE REFERENCE 
ABSORPTION SPECTRUM TO DETERMINE AN OFFSET BETWEEN THE RELATIVE 

WAVE NUMBERS AND THE ABSOLUTE WAVE NUMBERS 

I \ 320 

ADJUST THE WAVE NUMBERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TUNING PARAMETERS USING 
THE OFFSET TO PROVIDE AN ABSOLUTE WAVE NUMBER FOR EACH VALUE OF THE 

TUNING PARAMETERS 
I \ 324 

CONVERT THE WAVE NUMBERS OF THE TUNING PARAMETERS TO FREQUENCY OR 
WAVELENGTH FOR USE IN TUNING THE LASER TO A SELECTED PREQUEN CY OR 

WAVELENGTH 
\ 326 

FIG. 4 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
DETERMINING TRANSMISSION 

WAVELENGTHS FOR LASERS IN A DENSE 
WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

I. Field of the Invention 
The invention generally relates to dense Wavelength divi 

sion multiplexers (DWDM) and in particular to a technique 
for determining transmission Wavelengths of lasers of the 
DWDM as a function of laser control tuning parameters. 

II. Description of the Related Art 
A DWDM is a device for simultaneously transmitting a 

set of discrete information channels over a single ?ber optic 
transmission line. A conventional ?ber optic transmission 
line is capable of reliably transmitting signals Within a 
bandWidth of 1280 to 1625 nanometers (nm), the “loW loss” 
region for silica ?ber. Within that overall bandWidth, the 
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has de?ned 
various transmission bands and speci?ed certain transmis 
sion channel protocols for use Within each transmission 
band. One example of a transmission band is the ITU “C” 
band, Which extends 40 nm from 1525 nm to 1565 nm. 
Within the C band, speci?c transmission channel protocols 
of 40, 80, or 160 discrete channels are de?ned and, for each 
protocol, the ITU has de?ned a grid of transmission 
Wavelengths, With each line corresponding to an acceptable 
transmission Wavelength. For the 40 channel protocol, the 
corresponding ITU grid has 40 lines With channel spacing of 
0.8 nm; for the 80 channel protocol, the corresponding ITU 
grid has 80 lines With channel spacing of 0.4 nm; and so 
forth. The protocols have been de?ned to ensure that all 
DWDM transmission and reception equipment are fabri 
cated to operate at the same Wavelengths. Other exemplary 
ITU transmission bands are the S- and L-bands. 

To simultaneously transmit the set of channels on a ?ber 
optic cable, the DWDM employs a set of individual distrib 
uted feedback (DFB) lasers, With one DFB laser per channel. 
FIG. 1 illustrates a DWDM 100 having forty individual DFB 
lasers 102 for transmitting optical signals via a single optic 
?ber 104. An optical multiplexer 106 couples signals 
received from the individual DFBs via a set of intermediate 
optic ?bers 107 into output optic ?ber 104. Each DFB laser 
transmits at a different Wavelength of the forty channel ITU 
C band. This enables forty separate channels of information 
to be transmitted via the single optical ?ber 104 to a 
de-multiplexer (not shoWn) provided at the far end of the 
optical ?ber. 

To permit the DWDM to transmit forty separate channels 
simultaneously, each individual DFB must be tuned to a 
single ITU transmission channel Wavelength. A DFB laser 
can be tuned only Within a narroW Wavelength band, typi 
cally about 4 nm in Width. Hence, for the 40 channel 
protocol of the ITU C band having 0.8 nm transmission line 
spacing, the typical DFB can only be tuned to one of a feW 
adjacent lines out of the total of 40 lines of the ITU grid. 
Traditionally, each individual DFB laser is manually cali 
brated at the factory to emit at one of the corresponding ITU 
transmission lines. This calibration is achieved by adjusting 
the laser operating temperature and current to obtain the 
desired Wavelength. The laser is then, in some 
implementations, locked to the target Wavelength by routing 
the output beam from each DFB laser through a correspond 
ing manually-tunable etalon. (The etalons are not shoWn in 
FIG. 1.) A manually-tunable etalon is an optical device 
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2 
Which produces a periodically-varying transmission spec 
trum as a function of laser Wavelength. By tilting the etalon 
relative to the DFB laser beam path, a transmission peak of 
the etalon can be made coincident With the target ITU 
channel. The Wavelength of a etalon transmission peak is 
calibrated to one of the ITU transmission lines by manually 
adjusting the angle of the etalon While monitoring the 
Wavelength output from the etalon using an optical Wave 
length analyZer. The angle of the etalon is adjusted until the 
output Wavelength is properly aligned With one of the ITU 
transmission lines, then the etalon is mounted in place in an 
attempt to lock the output Wavelength of etalon to the 
selected ITU transmission line. This is a dif?cult and time 
consuming process requiring skilled technicians. Calibration 
of all forty DFB lasers of a single DWDM can be quite 
expensive. Mechanical or thermal drift of the etalon over 
time often moves the transmission peak aWay from the target 
ITU channel Which requires recalibration. 

Once the DFB lasers of a single DWDM are properly 
aligned With the ITU grid, the DWDM may then be used for 
transmitting signals over a ?ber optic line, such as for 
transmitting digital data over computer netWorks (i.e., the 
Internet) or for transmitting television signals from a tele 
vision netWork to one of its af?liates. Asingle DWDM must 
be provided for use With each ?ber optic line employed for 
DWDM transmissions and hence a single customer 
installation, such as a television broadcast center, may 
require many, many DWDMs. If one of the DFB lasers 
Within a DWDM drifts from its corresponding ITU trans 
mission line or otherWise malfunctions, the entire DWDM 
typically needs to be replaced requiring the malfunctioning 
DWDM to be returned to the factory to be re-calibrated or 
otherWise ?xed. As a result, the cost of maintaining a set of 
DWDMs is often substantial. To help remedy this problem, 
some DWDMs are provided With an additional Widely 
tunable laser (WTL) Which can be tuned separately to any 
one of the ITU grid lines. Hence, if one of the DFB lasers 
malfunctions, the single WTL can be tuned to the corre 
sponding transmission Wavelength of the DFB to thereby 
permit the DWDM to continue to operate. Additional WTLs 
can be supplied With a DWDM to accommodate the failure 
of tWo or more DFB channels, and such “sparing” is a major 
advantage a WTL over a DFB. HoWever, the WTL cannot 
simply and accurately be tuned to any target ITU channel at 
a customer installation and must be calibrated at the factory 
for operation at a speci?c channel. 

Another problem associated With employing DFB lasers 
Within DWDMs is that, because each DFB laser can only be 
tuned Within a narroW range of about 4 nm, each DFB laser 
can only be calibrated to one of a feW adjacent ITU 
transmission Wavelength lines. It may also sometimes be 
desirable to con?gure the DWDM to use many lasers for 
transmitting at a single ITU transmission line to provide 
more bandWidth on that channel. When using DFB lasers, no 
more than tWo or three of the lasers can be calibrated to a 

single ITU transmission line. Hence, in some DWDMs, 
WTLs are used exclusively instead of DFB lasers, thus 
permitting any of the lasers to be manually calibrated at the 
customers installation to transmit on any of the ITU trans 
mission lines. Although the use of WTLs remedies many of 
the problems associated With using DFB lasers, WTLs are 
dif?cult and expensive to fabricate and initially calibrate, 
and are susceptible to Wavelength drift requiring frequent 
recalibration at the customers installation by trained techni 
cians and hence necessitating high overall installation and 
maintenance costs. 

Thus, Whether using DFB lasers or WTLs Within a 
DWDM, signi?cant problems arising in achieving and main 
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taining proper Wavelength calibration of the lasers to permit 
reliable operation of the DWDM. Accordingly it Would be 
desirable to provide an ef?cient method and apparatus for 
calibrating transmission lasers Within a DWDM and it is to 
that end that the invention is primarily directed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance With a ?rst aspect of the invention, a 
method and apparatus is provided for calibrating a laser 
using an etalon and a gas absorption cell containing a gas of 
knoWn light absorption characteristics. In accordance With 
the method, an output beam from the laser is routed through 
the etalon While the laser is tuned through a range of tuning 
parameters to produce an etalon transmission spectrum as a 
function of the laser tuning parameters. The output beam 
from the laser is also routed through the gas cell While the 
laser is tuned through the range of tuning parameters to 
produce a gas absorption spectrum as a function of the laser 
tuning parameters. The etalon transmission spectrum and the 
gas absorption spectrum are detected and then compared to 
determine the absolute transmission Wavelength of the laser 
as a function of the laser tuning parameters. Thereafter, the 
laser can be set to transmit at a selected transmission 
Wavelength by using the tuning parameters that correspond 
to the selected Wavelength. 

In an exemplary embodiment, the invention is imple 
mented as a hand-held Wavelength mapper for use With a 
transmission WTL of a DWDM to be tuned to an ITU 
transmission grid line for transmission through an optic 
?ber. The laser is tuned using a single tuning parameter, 
Which may be an input voltage or current. The knoWn gas, 
Which may be hydrogen cyanide, acetylene or carbon 
dioxide, is contained Within a sealed gas cell of the Wave 
length mapper. A portion of the output beam of the laser is 
split off and routed separately through the etalon and the gas 
absorption cell to tWo separate detectors for detecting both 
an etalon transmission spectrum and a gas absorption spec 
trum. 

The absolute transmission Wavelengths of the WTL as a 
function of the input voltage or current WTL tuning param 
eters are determined as folloWs. The detected etalon trans 
mission spectrum has transmission peaks that are separated 
by a precisely knoWn Wavenumber (Wavenumber is the 
number of Wavelengths of laser light per cm, and so is 
inversely proportional to Wavelength) determined by the 
construction material, physical dimension, and optical prop 
erties of the etalon. This Wavenumber “comb” is exploited to 
determine relative Wavenumbers for the tuning parameters. 
To this end, transmission lines in the detected etalon trans 
mission spectrum are identi?ed, a relative Wavenumber is 
assigned to the tuning parameter corresponding to each 
consecutive etalon transmission line, and then relative Wave 
numbers are assigned to each intermediate value of the 
tuning parameters by interpolating betWeen the transmission 
lines. Next, the detected gas absorption spectrum, Which is 
a function of WTL tuning parameters, is converted to a 
modi?ed gas absorption spectrum, Which is a function of 
relative Wavenumber, by assigning relative Wavenumbers to 
each value of the detected gas absorption spectrum based on 
the associated tuning parameter. Then, the modi?ed gas 
absorption spectrum is compared With an input gas absorp 
tion spectrum, Which is a function of absolute Wavenumber, 
to determine corresponding absolute Wavenumbers for each 
value of the tuning parameters. This is achieved by inputting 
a predetermined gas absorption spectrum specifying absorp 
tion as a function of absolute Wavenumber; correlating the 
modi?ed gas absorption spectrum, Which is a function of 
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4 
relative Wavenumber, With the input absorption spectrum, 
Which is a function of absolute Wavenumber, to determine an 
offset betWeen relative Wavenumbers and the absolute Wave 
numbers; and then adjusting the relative Wavenumbers asso 
ciated With each value of the tuning parameters by the offset 
value to provide an absolute Wavenumber for each value of 
the tuning parameters. If needed, the Wavenumbers can be 
easily converted to Wavelengths or frequencies. In this 
manner, the absolute transmission Wavelength, frequency, or 
Wavenumber of the WTL is thereby determined as a function 
of the tuning parameters. 

Hence, by tuning the output Wavelength of the WTL using 
an etalon in combination With a gas absorption cell, the WTL 
can be quickly, easily and precisely set to a selected ITU 
transmission grid line at a customers installation. The tuning 
process can be periodically repeated to maintain precise 
tuning of the WTL despite possible temperature or mechani 
cal drift. Thus overall installation and maintenance costs 
associated With DWDMs can be signi?cantly reduced. By 
providing precise and reliable tuning of the lasers of the 
DWDM, the invention also facilitates the use of a greater 
number of transmission channels, such as 80, 160 channels, 
or more. 

In general, any laser tunable using any set of input tuning 
parameters, such as various combinations of input analog or 
digital signals, can be used With the invention so long as an 
appropriate gas absorption reference is available. The laser 
is simply scanned through its full range of tuning parameters 
to enable determination of the absolute output Wavelength of 
the laser as a function of any combination of the tuning 
parameters. 

In accordance With a second aspect of the invention, a 
method and apparatus is provided for locking a laser to a 
transmission Wavelength using an etalon and a gas absorp 
tion cell. The etalon used to map the output Wavelengths of 
the laser is a temperature-controlled etalon. The aforemen 
tioned Wavelength mapping steps are performed to deter 
mine the absolute Wavelength of the laser as a function of the 
laser tuning parameters. Tuning parameters are applied to 
the laser to tune the laser to a selected transmission 
Wavelength, such as an ITU channel Wavelength. 
Additionally, a temperature offset is applied to the etalon to 
vary the Wavelengths of the transmission peaks of the etalon 
until one of the transmission peaks is precisely aligned With 
the selected Wavelength. Any drift of the laser output from 
the selected Wavelength is detected and the tuning param 
eters applied to the laser are automatically adjusted to 
compensate for the drift. Thus, a feedback loop is provided 
Which keeps the main output beam locked on a selected 
transmission channel despite possible variations in the out 
put characteristics of the laser. In an exemplary embodiment, 
the invention is implemented as a Wavelength locker for 
mounting to a transmission WTL of a DWDM to be tuned 
to an ITU transmission grid line for transmission through an 
optic ?ber. In one speci?c implementation, the temperature 
offset is applied to the etalon by applying an electrical 
current to the etalon. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The features, objects, and advantages of the invention Will 
become more apparent from the detailed description set 
forth beloW When taken in conjunction With the draWings in 
Which like reference characters identify correspondingly 
throughout and Wherein: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a DWDM con?gured in accordance With 
the prior art. 
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FIG. 2 illustrates a DWDM along With a handheld, 
portable Wavelength mapper provided in accordance With a 
?rst exemplary embodiment of the invention, With the 
Wavelength mapper provided for automatically determining 
the transmission Wavelengths of the lasers of the DWDM as 
a function of tuning parameters of the lasers. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the Wavelength mapper of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a method performed by the Wavelength 

mapper of FIG. 3. 
FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary etalon transmission spec 

trum detected by the method of FIG. 4, scaled as a function 
of a laser voltage tuning parameter. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary gas absorption spectrum 
detected by the method of FIG. 4, also scaled as a function 
of the laser voltage tuning parameter. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an input reference gas absorption spec 
trum. 

FIG. 8 illustrates an individual DWDM laser along With 
a Wavelength locker provided in accordance With a second 
exemplary embodiment of the invention, With the Wave 
length locker provided for automatically determining the 
transmission Wavelengths of the laser and for locking the 
Wavelength of the laser to a selected ITU transmission 
Wavelength by using a voltage-controlled etalon in a feed 
back loop. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS 

With reference to the remaining ?gures, exemplary 
embodiments of the invention Will noW be described. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a DWDM 200 having forty individual 
WTLs 202 for transmitting optical signals on forty ITU 
C-band channels via a single optic ?ber (not shoWn). In FIG. 
2, an optic ?ber output from a selected WTL is connected via 
a ?ber optic line 203 to the input of a hand-held, portable 
Wavelength mapper 204 con?gured for automatically deter 
mining the transmission Wavelength of the WTL as a func 
tion of WTL tuning parameters, such as a WTL control 
voltage or current. Output from the Wavelength mapper to 
the selected WTL of DWDM is via a control line 205. 
Although a forty channel DWDM is shoWn, in other imple 
mentations 80, 160, or more WTLs are provided. Also, other 
lasers may be employed in the alternative, such as DFB 
lasers, provided their tuning range is suf?cient to record a 
minimum number of gas absorption lines (>5). 

To permit the DWDM to transmit the forty separate ITU 
channels simultaneously, each individual WTL of the 
DWDM must be precisely tuned to a single ITU transmis 
sion channel Wavelength. For an example Wherein the WTLs 
are tuned by applying a control voltage to the WTL, a 
separate voltage level is associated With each ITU Wave 
length. The Wavelength mapper operates to determine the 
resulting transmission Wavelength for each WTL for values 
of the control voltage throughout an entire voltage tuning 
range. This process is performed sequentially for each of the 
forty WTLs to generate a separate Wavelength vs. voltage 
map for each WTL. Thereafter, any particular WTL can be 
tuned to any selected transmission Wavelength merely by 
accessing the corresponding Wavelength vs. voltage map to 
determine the appropriate control voltage. Typically, the 
WTLs are set to selected ITU C-band channels, but can be 
set to any selected Wavelength. Wavelength mapping is 
performed When a neW WTL laser is fabricated and its 
tuning parameters must be determined, and When an 
installed WTL must be accurately tuned to another ITU 
channel in the ?eld by ?eld service personnel. 
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6 
FIG. 3 illustrates pertinent internal components of Wave 

length mapper 204. The Wavelength mapper receives an 
input optical beam from one of the WTLs of the DWDM 
(FIG. 2) via optic ?ber 20. The input beam is collimated 
using a collimator 207 then split using a splitter 208, With 
one portion of the beam being routed through a gas cell 210 
and another portion being routed through an etalon 212. The 
gas cell contains gas having a knoWn absorption spectrum 
With numerous absorption lines in the optical bandWidth in 
Which the laser is to be tuned. For a laser to be tuned Within 
the ITU C- and S-bands, acetylene is appropriate, With 
carbon dioxide being suitable for the L-band. The etalon is 
con?gured to provide numerous transmission lines Within 
the optical bandWidth in Which the laser is to be tuned. The 
etalon, as With all etalons, provides transmission lines (or 
fringe peaks) equally spaced in terms of Wavenumbers. (A 
Wavenumber is 10,000/(Wavelength in microns) and thereby 
can easily be converted to Wavelength or frequency). For use 
With a forty channel ITU C-band DWDM, the etalon is 
preferably con?gured to provide at least ?ve hundred trans 
mission peaks in the C-band. 
A ?rst optical detector 214 detects a beam emergent from 

the gas cell and a second optical detector 216 detects a beam 
emergent from the etalon. Signals detected by the detectors 
are routed into a microcontroller 218 for processing therein. 
The microcontroller is also connected to the DWDM via 
control line 205 to control the selected WTL of the DWDM 
to scan through the entire ITU C-band. In other Words, the 
microcontroller varies the voltage or current input to the 
WTL throughout an entire input range to thereby vary the 
transmission Wavelength of the WTL throughout the entire 
ITU C-band. As a result, the tWo optical detectors both 
receive an entire spectrum of optical signals covering the 
entire ITU C-band. The detector coupled to the etalon 
detects an etalon spectrum having etalon transmission lines 
therein. The detector coupled to the gas cell detects a gas 
absorption spectrum having gas absorption lines therein. 
The microcontroller also inputs a reference gas absorption 
spectrum for the gas contained Within the gas cell Wherein 
the reference absorption spectrum speci?es the absolute 
Wavenumber, Wavelength or frequency for each of the 
absorption lines of the gas. The microcontroller processes 
the detected etalon and gas absorption spectra in combina 
tion With the reference gas spectrum to determine the 
transmission Wavelengths of the WTL as a function of the 
voltage or current tuning parameter applied to the WTL to 
thereby map the Wavelengths of the WTL. The Wavelength 
map is stored for subsequent use in setting the WTL to 
transmit at any selected Wavelength, such as at one of the 
ITU C-band channels. 
The manner by Which the Wavelength mapper generates a 

Wavelength vs. tuning parameter map for a WTL or other 
laser Will noW be described in greater detail With reference 
to FIGS. 4—7. Initially, at step 300 of FIG. 4, the Wavelength 
mapper routes an output beam of the laser through the etalon 
and through the gas cell While tuning the laser through a 
complete range of tuning parameters to generate an etalon 
transmission spectrum and gas absorption spectrum. In one 
speci?c example, for a laser tuned by a control voltage 
ranging from 0.0 to 40.0 volts, the Wavelength mapper 
incrementally increases the voltage from 0.0 to 40.0 volts by 
voltage increments of 0.0000610352 volts to generate etalon 
and gas absorption spectra each With 65536 data points. The 
etalon and gas absorption spectra are detected at step 306 
and stored in separate data arrays by the Wavelength mapper. 
A section of an exemplary etalon spectrum 302 for an etalon 
having a peak spacing of about 6.6 gigahertZ (GHZ) is shoWn 
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in FIG. 5. Preferably, however, an etalon With a peak spacing 
of 8 GHZ is used. A section of an exemplary gas absorption 
spectrum 304 for acetylene is shoWn in FIG. 6. Both spectra 
are scaled by voltage. For each data point, the Wavelength 
mapper also stores the corresponding data point number in 
a data array. Hence, the detected etalon and gas absorption 
spectra are both recorded as functions of voltage, not Wave 
length or frequency Which is as yet unknown. 

Continuing With FIG. 4, the Wavelength mapper then 
processes the detected etalon spectrum at step 308 to iden 
tify and locate transmission peaks therein. The peaks are 
located by determining ?rst and second derivatives of the 
etalon spectrum as a function of data point and by applying 
polynomial ?tting in the local peak areas in accordance With 
conventional techniques. The location of each peak is speci 
?ed by its corresponding fractional data point number. Note 
that the peaks are not equally spaced in terms of the data 
points. Rather, the peaks are generally non-linearly distrib 
uted among the data points. In any case, once the peaks are 
identi?ed and located, the Wavelength mapper sequentially 
assigns relative Wavenumbers to each of the transmission 
peaks beginning With 1 and proceeding to the last detected 
peak. In the example of FIG. 5 (Which shoWs only a very 
small section of the etalon spectrum), there are 37 peaks and 
hence the peaks may be numbered from eg 400 to 437. The 
relative Wavenumbers generated by this process are stored in 
the etalon spectrum data array at the fractional data point 
corresponding to the voltage peak, and interpolated to the 
integer point numbers surrounding the peak. For example, if 
the 403rd transmission peak is found at data point 50788.56 
out of the 65536 data points, then relative Wavenumber 403 
is assigned to fractional data point 50788.56. Relative Wave 
numbers for integer data points 50788 and 50789 are 
obtained by interpolation and stored in the etalon data array. 
Similarly, if the 404th transmission peak is found at data 
point 50823.17 out of the 65536 data points, then relative 
Wavenumbers 404 is stored in association With fractional 
data point 50823.17. Fractional relative Wavenumbers for 
the adjacent integer points 50823 and 50824 are assigned by 
interpolation. The relative Wavenumbers can be assigned to 
the transmission peaks of the etalon spectrum sequentially 
because the peaks are generated by an optical etalon Which, 
by virtue of its optical properties, produces peaks substan 
tially equally spaced in Wavenumber. Hence, even though 
the peaks are not equally spaced as a function of the data 
points or as a function of laser input voltage, the peaks are 
nevertheless equally spaced as a function of relative 
Wavenumber, and sequential Wavenumbers can be reliably 
assigned. The Wavenumbers are referred to herein as relative 
Wavenumbers because the absolute Wavenumber (and hence 
the absolute Wavelength or Wavelength) is not yet knoWn. 

Thus, upon completion of step 308, relative Wavenumbers 
have been assigned only to those integer data points in the 
etalon spectrum array that correspond to the closest etalon 
transmission peak. At step 310, the Wavelength mapper 
interpolates betWeen the peaks to assign fractional Wave 
numbers to each intermediate data point. For the example 
Wherein the relative Wavenumber 403 falls betWeen data 
points 50788 and 50789, and relative Wavenumber 404 falls 
betWeen integer data points 50823 and 50824, the Wave 
length mapper interpolates betWeen the assigned fractional 
Wavenumbers to data points 50789 through 50822. In one 
speci?c example, as a result of the interpolation, data point 
50789 may be assigned a relative Wavenumber of 
6471.5600; data point 50790 may be assigned a relative 
Wavenumber of 6471.5625; and so on. In this manner, 
interpolation is preformed to assign fractional relative wave 
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8 
numbers to each remaining value in the etalon spectrum data 
array. Note that the fractional Wavenumbers are not neces 
sarily evenly distributed betWeen integer Wavenumbers. 
Rather, as a result of the interpolation, the fractional Wave 
numbers may be assigned non-linearly. Thus folloWing 
interpolation, each integer data point of the etalon array has 
a relative Wavenumber associated thereWith. The relative 
Wavenumbers are stored along With the corresponding volt 
age values in the etalon spectrum data array to thereby 
provide a relative Wavenumber for each data point. 

At step 312, the relative Wavenumbers generated for each 
data point of the etalon array are used to re-scale the gas 
spectrum data array. To this end, the relative Wavenumber of 
each data point of the etalon spectrum array is assigned to 
the corresponding data point of the detected gas absorption 
spectrum array. At this point a relative Wavenumber scale 
exists both for the etalon transmission spectrum and the gas 
absorption spectrum. HoWever, the relative Wavenumber 
scale is not linear because of the non-linear tuning properties 
of the laser. 
At step 318, the Wavelength mapper inputs a reference gas 

absorption intensity spectrum for the gas of the gas cell, 
Wherein the reference spectrum is scaled according to abso 
lute Wavenumber, rather than relative Wavenumber. FIG. 7 
illustrates a portion of an exemplary reference gas intensity 
spectrum 322 for acetylene. This spectrum is generated 
synthetically using the knoW frequencies and intensities of 
the reference gas, Which are knoWn to high accuracy through 
published laboratory measurements and veri?cation by the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The 
reference spectrum is input as a data array of equal siZe to 
the modi?ed gas absorption data array, eg 65536 data 
points. At step 320, the Wavelength mapper autocorrelates 
the intensity pattern of the modi?ed detected gas absorption 
spectrum, Which is a function of relative Wavenumber, With 
the intensity pattern of the input reference spectrum, Which 
is a function of absolute Wavenumber, to determine any 
offset therebetWeen. An appropriate autocorrelation 
technique, modi?ed as needed, may be found in 
“Correlation-based Technique for Automated Tunable Diode 
Laser Scan Stabilization”, Randy May, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63 
(5), May 1992. As a second iteration of the process, the 
etalon transmission peak spacing (the etalon “free spectral 
range”, or FSR) is more precisely determined from the 
knoWn gas spectrum line positions, and the Wavenumber 
mapping process is repeated to improve accuracy. 

Thus, folloWing step 318, the Wavelength mapper stores 
the modi?ed detected gas intensity spectrum generated at 
step 312 and the reference gas intensity spectrum input at 
step 318. The tWo spectra are similar but are offset from one 
another. Alternatively, at step 320, autocorrelation may be 
performed to determine the shift of the spectra With respect 
to one another until the spectra are aligned, thus permitting 
the amount of shift or offset to be determined. The offset 
represents the offset betWeen the relative Wavenumbers and 
their corresponding absolute Wavenumbers. At step 324, the 
relative Wavenumbers of the various arrays are adjusted 
using the offset to convert the relative Wavenumbers to 
absolute Wavenumbers. Once the absolute Wavenumbers are 
knoWn, an absolute Wavelength or frequency is assigned at 
step 326 to each of the control voltage values stored in the 
etalon spectrum array. 

Although the Wavelength mapper has been described With 
respect to an exemplary embodiment Wherein the laser is 
controlled by a single voltage control signal, in general, any 
laser can be used With the invention so long as an appro 
priate gas absorption reference is available and the laser is 
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tunable via a set of input tuning parameters, such as various 
combinations of input analog or digital signals. The laser is 
simply scanned through its full range of tuning parameters 
to enable determination of the absolute output Wavelength of 
the laser as a function of any combination of the tuning 
parameters. The resulting Wavelength vs. tuning parameters 
map is therefore a multi-dimensional map having a unique 
Wavelength for each combination of tuning parameters. For 
some lasers tunable With tWo parameters, it may be suf?cient 
to set a ?rst tuning parameter to a single constant value While 
varying a second tuning parameter, then set the second 
tuning parameter to a single constant value While varying the 
?rst tuning parameter. In other cases, it may be necessary to 
tune the laser through every possible combination of the tWo 
parameters to account for non-linear effects. For any given 
laser, routine experimentation can be performed to deter 
mine the speci?c manner With Which the tuning parameters 
are to be varied. 

What has been described thus far is a Wavelength mapper 
Which operates to generate a map of Wavelength vs. tuning 
parameters for a laser, particularly one in a DWDM. In the 
folloWing, a Wavelength locker is described Which automati 
cally sets the laser to a selected Wavelength by using a 
Wavelength map, and then locks the laser Wavelength using 
an etalon transmission peak that has been temperature or 
voltage tuned to the selected ITU channel. As many of the 
features of the Wavelength locker are the same as the 
Wavelength mapper described above, only pertinent differ 
ences Will be described in detail. 

FIG. 8 illustrates pertinent internal components of a 
Wavelength locker 400 for use With a WTL 401. The 
Wavelength locker receives the output from WTL 401 via an 
optical ?ber splitter 402. The laser beam input to the 
Wavelength locker is initially of unknown Wavelength. 
Inside the Wavelength locker, a second splitter 404 splits the 
beam in tWo With one portion routed through a gas cell 408 
and the other portion re?ected from a mirror 409 and then 
routed through an etalon 410. Separate detectors 416 and 
418 record the transmission spectra of the gas cell and the 
etalon as With the Wavelength mapper. A microcontroller 
420 varies control parameters input to the WTL along a 
control line 422 to generate a spectrum having both etalon 
transmission peaks and gas absorption lines. The recorded 
spectra are fed into the microcontroller for processing to 
generate a Wavelength vs. WTL tuning parameter map using 
the techniques described above. Once the Wavelength vs. 
WTL tuning parameter map has been generated, the micro 
controller looks up the WTL tuning parameter correspond 
ing to a selected Wavelength, such as an ITU channel 
Wavelength, then applies the WTL tuning parameter along 
control signal along line 422 to tune the WTL to the selected 
transmission Wavelength. Additionally, the microcontroller 
adjusts a temperature control set point to the etalon via a 
control line 424 to vary the Wavelengths of the transmission 
peaks of the etalon until one of the transmission peaks, as 
detected by detector 416, is precisely aligned With the 
selected output Wavelength. The microcontroller then locks 
the output Wavelength of the WTL to the selected Wave 
length by monitoring the etalon transmission peak that is 
aligned With the selected Wavelength. To this end, the 
micro-controller detects any drift of the WTL relative to the 
etalon transmission line as detected by detector 418 and 
adjusts the tuning parameters applied to the WTL via control 
line 422 to compensate for the drift. In other Words, a 
negative feedback loop is provided Which keeps the main 
output beam locked on a selected etalon transmission chan 
nel despite possible variations in the output characteristics of 
the WTL. 
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Alternatively, gas cell 408 and etalon 410 are provided 

along a common optical path and a single detector is 
provided to detect the etalon and the gas absorption spectra 
simultaneously. Although the resulting spectra has both 
etalon peaks and ga absorption lines, the etalon peaks and 
the gas absorption lines do not signi?cantly interfere With 
one another and hence the Wavelength mapping process 
performed above can be performed. In this regard, the etalon 
peaks represent about 30% changes in transmission, Whereas 
the gas lines represent only about 1% using second harmonic 
detection. Thus, the gas lines represent a very small pertur 
bation to the etalon spectrum and do not interfere With the 
etalon Wavenumber locking procedure, but are strong 
enough to permit the autocorrelation procedure Without 
signi?cant errors. 
The exemplary embodiments have been primarily 

described With reference to block diagrams illustrating per 
tinent components of the embodiments. It should be appre 
ciated that not all components of a complete implementation 
of a practical system are necessarily illustrated or described 
in detail. Rather, only those components necessary for a 
thorough understanding of the invention have been illus 
trated and described in detail. Actual implementations may 
contain more components or, depending upon the 
implementation, feWer components. 
The description of the exemplary embodiments is pro 

vided to enable any person skilled in the art to make or use 
the invention. The invention is not intended to be limited to 
the embodiments shoWn herein but is to be accorded the 
Widest scope consistent With the principles and novel fea 
tures disclosed herein. For example, one of ordinary skill in 
the art Will appreciate that the current invention may be used 
for the calibration of Wavelength demultiplexers at the 
receiving end of DWDM systems as Well as for all appli 
cations using tunable photonics equipment (i.e., add/drop 
?lters, provisioning to increase bandWidth). Consequently, 
the scope of the present invention should not be limited by 
the particular embodiments discussed above, but should be 
de?ned only by the claims set forth beloW and equivalents 
thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for calibrating a laser using an etalon and a 

gas absorption cell containing a gas of knoWn light absorp 
tion characteristics, the method comprising the steps of: 

routing an output beam from the laser through the etalon 
While tuning the laser through a range of discrete 
laser-tuning parameters Where said tuned parameters 
are selected from the group consisting of current, 
voltage, and temperature to produce an etalon trans 
mission spectrum; 

routing an output beam from the laser through the gas cell 
While tuning the laser through the range of discrete 
laser tuning parameters to produce a gas absorption 
spectrum; 

detecting and storing peaks of the etalon transmission 
spectrum and the gas absorption spectrum; and 

comparing the stored detected etalon transmission spec 
trum With the stored detected gas absorption spectrum 
to determine the absolute transmission Wavelength of 
the laser, thereby providing references for precisely 
tuning the laser. 

2. The method of claim 1 further including the steps of: 
selecting a Wavelength for transmission; 
determining particular tuning parameters needed to tune 

the laser to the selected transmission Wavelength based 
on the absolute transmission Wavelength of the laser; 
and 
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tuning the transmission laser to the selected Wavelength 
using the particular tuning parameters. 

3. The method of claim 2 Wherein the laser is tuned based 
on an input voltage and Wherein the step of determining the 
particular tuning parameters needed to tune the laser to the 
selected Wavelength is performed to determine the input 
voltage. 

4. The method of claim 2 Wherein the Wavelength for 
transmission is selected from a group of predetermined 
International Telecommunication Industry (ITU) ?ber optic 
transmission grid lines. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of comparing 
the detected etalon transmission spectrum With the detected 
gas absorption spectrum to determine the absolute transmis 
sion Wavelength of the laser as a function of the laser tuning 
parameters includes the steps of: 

comparing the detected etalon transmission spectrum, 
Which is a function of tuning parameters, With relative 
Wavenumbers of knoWn etalon transmission lines to 
determine corresponding relative Wavenumbers for the 
tuning parameters; 

converting the detected gas absorption spectrum, Which is 
a function of laser tuning parameters, to a modi?ed gas 
absorption spectrum, Which is a function of relative 
Wavenumber, based on the corresponding relative 
Wavenumbers of the tuning parameters; and 

comparing the modi?ed gas absorption spectrum, Which 
is a function of relative Wavenumber, With an input gas 
absorption spectrum, Which is a function of absolute 
Wavenumber, to determine corresponding absolute 
Wavenumbers for the tuning parameters such that the 
absolute transmission Wavelength of the laser as a 
function of the laser tuning parameters is thereby 
determined. 

6. The method of claim 5 Wherein the step of comparing 
the detected etalon transmission spectrum With relative 
Wavenumbers of knoWn etalon transmission lines to deter 
mine corresponding relative Wavenumbers for the tuning 
parameters includes the steps of: 

identifying transmission lines in the detected etalon trans 
mission spectrum; 

assigning a relative Wavenumber to the tuning parameter 
value associated With each consecutive etalon trans 
mission line; and 

interpolating betWeen the transmission lines to assign 
relative Wavenumbers to each intermediate value of the 
tuning parameters such that the corresponding relative 
Wavenumbers for the tuning parameters are thereby 
determined by the relative Wavenumbers. 

7. The method of claim 6 Wherein the step of converting 
the detected gas absorption spectrum to the modi?ed gas 
absorption spectrum based on the corresponding relative 
Wavenumbers of the tuning parameters is performed by 
assigning relative Wavenumbers to each value of the 
detected gas absorption spectrum, based on the associated 
tuning parameter to yield the modi?ed gas absorption spec 
trum. 

8. The method of claim 7 Wherein the step of comparing 
the modi?ed gas absorption spectrum With an input gas 
absorption spectrum to determine corresponding absolute 
Wavenumbers for the tuning parameters includes the steps 
of: 

inputting a predetermined gas absorption spectrum speci 
fying gas absorption as a function of absolute Wave 
number; 

correlating the modi?ed gas absorption spectrum, Which 
is a function of relative Wavenumber, With the input 
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absorption spectrum, Which is a function of absolute 
Wavenumber, to determine an offset of the relative 
Wavenumbers from the absolute Wavenumbers; and 

adjusting the Wavenumbers associated With each value of 
the tuning parameters by the offset value to thereby 
provide an absolute Wavenumber for each value of the 
tuning parameters such that the absolute transmission 
Wavelength of the laser is thereby knoWn as a function 
of the tuning parameters. 

9. A system for calibrating a laser comprising: 
means for routing an output beam from the laser through 

an etalon While tuning the laser through a range of 
discrete laser tuning parameters Where said laser tuned 
parameters are selected from the group consisting of 
current, voltage, and temperature to produce an etalon 
transmission spectrum; 

means for routing an output beam from the laser through 
a gas cell having a gas absorption spectrum of a gas of 
knoWn light absorbing characteristics While tuning the 
laser through the range of discrete laser tuning param 
eters to produce a gas absorption spectrum; 

means for detecting and storing peaks of the etalon 
transmission spectrum and the gas absorption spec 
trum; and 

means for comparing the stored detected etalon transmis 
sion spectrum With the detected gas absorption spec 
trum to determine the absolute transmission Wave 
length of the laser, thereby providing references for 
precisely tuning the laser. 

10. The system of claim 9 further including: 
means for selecting a Wavelength for transmission; 
means for determining particular tuning parameters 

needed to tune the laser to the selected transmission 
Wavelength based on the absolute transmission Wave 
length of the laser; and 

means for tuning the transmission laser to the selected 
Wavelength using the particular tuning parameters. 

11. The system of claim 10 Wherein the laser is tuned 
based on an input voltage and Wherein means for determin 
ing the particular tuning parameters needed to tune the laser 
to the selected Wavelength operates to determine the input 
voltage. 

12. The system of claim 10 Wherein the Wavelength for 
transmission is selected from a group of predetermined 
International Telecommunication Industry (ITU) ?ber optic 
transmission grid lines. 

13. The system of claim 9 Wherein the means for com 
paring the detected etalon transmission spectrum With the 
detected gas absorption spectrum to determine the absolute 
transmission Wavelength of the laser as a function of the 
laser tuning parameters includes: 
means for comparing the detected etalon transmission 

spectrum, Which is a function of tuning parameters, 
With relative Wavenumbers of knoWn etalon transmis 
sion lines to determine corresponding relative Wave 
numbers for the tuning parameters; 

means for converting the detected gas absorption 
spectrum, Which is a function of laser tuning 
parameters, to a modi?ed gas absorption spectrum, 
Which is a function of relative Wavenumber, based on 
the corresponding relative Wavenumbers of the tuning 
parameters; and 

means for comparing the modi?ed gas absorption 
spectrum, Which is a function of relative Wavenumber, 
With an input gas absorption spectrum, Which is a 
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function of absolute Wavenumber, to determine corre 
sponding absolute Wavenumbers for the tuning param 
eters such that the absolute transmission Wavelength of 
the laser as a function of the laser tuning parameters is 
thereby determined. 

14. The system of claim 13 Wherein the means for 
comparing the detected etalon transmission spectrum With 
relative Wavenumbers of knoWn etalon transmission lines to 
determine corresponding relative Wavenumbers for the tun 
ing parameters includes: 

means for identifying transmission lines in the detected 
etalon transmission spectrum; 

means for assigning a relative Wavenumber to the tuning 
parameter value associated With each consecutive eta 
lon transmission line; and 

means for interpolating betWeen the transmission lines to 
assign relative Wavenumbers to each intermediate 
value of the tuning parameters such that the corre 
sponding relative Wavenumbers for the tuning param 
eters are thereby determined by the relative Wavenum 
bers. 

15. The system of claim 14 Wherein the means for 
converting the detected gas absorption spectrum to the 
modi?ed gas absorption spectrum based on the correspond 
ing relative Wavenumbers of the tuning parameters operates 
by assigning relative Wavenumbers to each value of the 
detected gas absorption spectrum, based on the associated 
tuning parameter to yield the modi?ed gas absorption spec 
trum. 

16. The system of claim 15 Wherein the means for 
comparing the modi?ed gas absorption spectrum With an 
input gas absorption spectrum to determine corresponding 
absolute Wavenumbers for the tuning parameters includes: 
means for inputting a predetermined gas absorption spec 

trum specifying gas absorption as a function of absolute 
Wavenumber; 

means for correlating the modi?ed gas absorption 
spectrum, Which is a function of relative Wavenumber, 
With the input absorption spectrum, Which is a function 
of absolute Wavenumber, to determine an offset of the 
relative Wavenumbers from the absolute Wavenumbers; 
and 

means for adjusting the Wavenumbers associated With 
each value of the tuning parameters by the offset value 
to thereby provide an absolute Wavenumber for each 
value of the tuning parameters such that the absolute 
transmission Wavelength of the laser is thereby knoWn 
as a function of the tuning parameters. 

17. A system for calibrating a laser, the system compris 
ing: 

an etalon; 
a gas absorption cell containing a gas of knoWn light 

absorption characteristics; 
a Waveguide for routing an output beam from the laser 

through the etalon and through the gas cell; 
a control unit tuning the laser through a range of discrete 

laser tuning parameters Where said laser tuned param 
eters are selected from the group consisting of current, 
voltage, and temperature While the output beam from 
the laser is routed through the etalon and through the 
gas cell to produce an etalon transmission spectrum and 
to produce a gas absorption spectrum; 

a detector for detecting and storing peaks of the etalon 
transmission spectrum and the gas absorption spec 
trum; and 
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an absolute transmission Wavelength determination unit 

operative to compare the stored detected etalon trans 
mission spectrum With the stored detected gas absorp 
tion spectrum to determine the absolute transmission 
Wavelength of the laser as a function of the laser tuning 
parameters, thereby providing references for precisely 
tuning the laser. 

18. The system of claim 17 further including: 
a transmission Wavelength input selection unit; and 
Wherein the absolute transmission Wavelength determina 

tion unit determines the particular tuning parameters 
needed to tune the laser to a selected transmission 
Wavelength based on the absolute transmission Wave 
length of the laser and Wherein the control unit operates 
to tune the transmission laser to the selected Wave 
length using the particular tuning parameters. 

19. The system of claim 17 Wherein the absolute trans 
mission Wavelength determination unit includes: 

a relative Wavenumber determination unit operative to 
compare the detected etalon transmission spectrum 
With relative Wavenumbers of knoWn etalon transmis 
sion lines to determine corresponding relative Wave 
numbers for the tuning parameters; 

a gas absorption spectrum conversion unit operative to 
convert the detected gas absorption spectrum to a 
modi?ed gas absorption spectrum, Which is a function 
of relative Wavenumber, based on the corresponding 
relative Wavenumbers of the tuning parameters; 

an gas reference input unit operative to input a reference 
absorption spectrum for the gas as a function of abso 
lute Wavenumber, and 
a gas reference comparison unit operative to compare 

the modi?ed gas absorption spectrum With the input 
gas absorption spectrum to determine corresponding 
absolute Wavenumbers for the tuning parameters. 

20. The system of claim 19 Wherein the relative Wave 
number determination unit operates to identify transmission 
lines in the detected etalon transmission spectrum, assign a 
relative Wavenumber to the tuning parameter value associ 
ated With each consecutive etalon transmission line, and 
interpolate betWeen the transmission lines to assign relative 
Wavenumbers to each intermediate value of the tuning 
parameters to determine corresponding relative Wavenum 
bers for the tuning parameters. 

21. The system of claim 19 Wherein the gas absorption 
spectrum conversion unit operates to assign relative Wave 
numbers to each value of the detected gas absorption spec 
trum based on the associated tuning parameter to yield the 
modi?ed gas absorption spectrum. 

22. The system of claim 21 Wherein the gas reference 
comparison unit operates to correlate the modi?ed gas 
absorption spectrum With the reference absorption spectrum 
to determine an offset of the relative Wavenumbers from the 
absolute Wavenumbers and adjust the Wavenumbers associ 
ated With each value of the tuning parameters by the offset 
value to thereby provide an absolute Wavenumber for each 
value of the tuning parameters. 

23. A method for calibrating a laser using an 
automatically-tunable etalon and a gas cell having a knoWn 
gas, said method comprising the steps of: 

calibrating absolute transmission Wavelengths of the laser 
using etalon transmission lines of the automatically 
tunable etalon and gas absorption lines for the knoWn 
gas in the gas cell; 

tuning the laser to align a selected transmission Wave 
length of the laser to a knoWn telecommunications 
transmission Wavelength; 
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tuning the etalon With a microcontroller to align a trans 
mission line of the etalon to the selected transmission 
Wavelength; 

detecting any drift betWeen the tuned etalon transmission 
line and the selected transmission Wavelength; and 

re-tuning the laser to compensate for any drift betWeen the 
tuned etalon transmission line and the selected trans 
mission Wavelength to thereby lock a Wavelength of an 
output beam of the laser to the selected transmission 
Wavelength. 

24. The method of claim 23 Wherein the step of calibrating 
the absolute transmission Wavelengths of an automatically 
tunable etalon using gas absorption lines for a knoWn gas 
includes the steps of: 

routing an output beam from the laser through the etalon 
While tuning the laser through a range of tuning param 
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eters to produce an etalon transmission spectrum as a 

function of the laser tuning parameters; 

routing an output beam from the laser through a gas cell 
containing the knoWn gas While tuning the laser 
through the range of tuning parameters to produce a gas 
absorption spectrum as a function of the laser tuning 
parameters; 

detecting the etalon transmission spectrum and the gas 
absorption spectrum; and 

comparing the detected etalon transmission spectrum With 
the detected gas absorption spectrum to calibrate the 
absolute transmission Wavelength of the etalon as a 
function of the etalon tuning parameters. 
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